DAAD Prize
for outstanding contributions from international students

The DAAD Prize is awarded to international students who have distinguished themselves through their exceptional commitment to social or intercultural causes and their excellent academic results. The DAAD Prize carries with it a cash award of €1000.

! Self-nomination is not permitted!

Criteria:
- Nominee must be enrolled in a degree programme at Saarland University (Bachelor’s, Master’s or doctorate; no exchange students)
- Outstanding commitment to and involvement in intercultural activities
- Nominee must have acquired their higher education entrance qualification abroad (or in a Studienkolleg or other HE preparatory institution)
- Nominee must currently reside in Germany

Supporting documents:
- Letter of recommendation from a member of the university teaching staff
- Documents supporting the nominee’s exceptional contribution(s) to intercultural causes
- Record of the nominee’s academic achievements
- CV

Please submit your nominations by no later than 15 November 2024:

Beate Meinck
International Office – Centre for International Students (ZiS)
Campus Center, Building A4 4 - Level 2, Room 2.36, 66123 Saarbrücken
Tel.: +49 681 302-71113 | beate.meinck@uni-saarland.de